learn something.

MAPP 2015 FALL LECTURES SERIES

9/9 at 5:00pm
B.D. Wortham-Galvin
Assistant Professor, Architecture, College of the Arts | Portland State University

Architecture as a Verb: Design Practice is Cultural Practice
Lombardo Architecture Lecture

9/15 at 8:00pm
Andrea Foertsch
Founder, Disruptive Space

The Innovative Corporate Workplace: Incorporating Coworking, Makerspaces and Accelerators
Kibel Lecture + Exhibition Opening

9/30 at 5:45pm
Thomas Reinhart
Deputy Director for Architecture, George Washington's Mount Vernon

Mount Vernon's Historic Building Information Model: Digital Strategies for Preservation in the 21st Century
Marvin Breckinridge Patterson Lecture

10/7 at 5:00pm
Zeuler R. Lima
Associate Professor of Architecture | Washington University in St. Louis

Cathrine Veikos
Associate Professor, Program Chair | California College of the Arts

Lina Bo Bardi: to Teach is to Construct
Kibel Lecture + Exhibition Opening

10/12 at 7:00pm
Dr. George Galster
Clarence Hilbery Professor of Urban Affairs | Wayne State University

Driving Detroit: The Quest for Respect in the Motor City
URSP Ruskin Lecture

10/14 at 5:00pm
Jordan Goldstein, AIA, IDA, LEED AP
Kea Distinguished Professor, UMD
Managing Director & Principal | Gensler

Design UX
Kea Distinguished Professor Lecture

10/21 at 5:00pm
Booksigning 6:30pm
Joshua Olsen
Senior Vice President | Monument Realty

James Rouse: Real Estate Icon + Innovator
MRED Lecture

11/11 at 5:00pm
Dan Rockhill, ACSA+JL
Constant Distinguished Professor | University of Kansas
Principal, Rockhill and Associates

Design and Construction; Hand Mind the Work of Rockhill and Associates and Studio 804
Lombardo Architecture Lecture

All lectures are held at the Architecture Building Auditorium unless otherwise noted.